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Abstract

Objective: To identify variations in outcomes and results across reports of randomized clinical trials (RCTs).
Study Design and Setting: Eligible RCTs examined gabapentin for neuropathic pain and quetiapine for bipolar depression, reported in

public (e.g., journal articles) and nonpublic (e.g., clinical study reports) sources by 2015. We prespecified outcome domains. From each
source, we collected ‘‘outcomes’’ (i.e., domain, measure, metric, method of aggregation, and time point); ‘‘treatment effect’’ (i.e., outcome
plus the methods of analysis [e.g., how missing data were handled]); and results (i.e., numerical contrasts of treatment and comparison
groups). We assessed whether results included sufficient information for meta-analysis.

Results: We found 21 gabapentin (68 public, 6 nonpublic reports) and seven quetiapine RCTs (46 public, 4 nonpublic reports). For four
(gabapentin) and seven (quetiapine) prespecified outcome domains, RCTs reported 214 and 81 outcomes by varying four elements. RCTs
assessed 605 and 188 treatment effects by varying the analysis of those outcomes. RCTs reported 1,230 and 661 meta-analyzable results,
305 (25%) and 109 (16%) in public reports.

Conclusion: RCTs included hundreds of outcomes and results; a small proportion were in public reports. Trialists and meta-analysts
may cherry-pick what they report from multiple sources of RCT information. � 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Although randomized clinical trials (RCTs) are consid-
ered the reference standard for examining effectiveness
and safety of treatments, it is rare that a single RCT provides
sufficient evidence to merit adoption of a treatment for any
given condition. Furthermore, clinicians and others can no

longer stay abreast of rapidly growing knowledge, including
the findings of all RCTs pertinent to their treatment deci-
sions. Accordingly, they look to summaries of knowledge,
such as clinical practice guidelines, that depend in part on ev-
idence syntheses (e.g., systematic reviews, meta-analyses);
evidence syntheses combine information from similar
studies, often focusing on RCTs for treatment decisions.

In many systematic reviews, ‘‘outcomes’’ are not well
defined. Although ‘‘outcomes’’ are often described by a
‘‘name’’ such as ‘‘pain intensity,’’ this name is actually
the ‘‘outcome domain,’’ one of five elements comprising
an outcome [1]. The five elements are as follows: (1)
outcome domain; (2) measure (e.g., McGill Pain Question-
naire, Montgomery �Asberg Depression Rating Scale); (3)
metric (e.g., value at a time point, change from baseline);
(4) method of aggregation (e.g., mean value for continuous
data, percent with an outcome for categorical data); and (5)
time point at which the assessment was made (e.g., 8 weeks
after starting treatment). Thus, for a single outcome
domain, one RCT may include many defined outcomes
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What is new?

Key findings
� Trials of the same intervention and condition

included hundreds of different outcomes and re-
sults, and much of this information was available
only using nonpublic sources.

What this adds to what was known?
� Multiple outcome definitions and multiple methods

of analysis lead to challenges for interpreting clin-
ical trials, particularly because they create opportu-
nities for cherry-picking by both clinical trialists
and systematic reviewers.

� Variation in outcomes, and incomplete results re-
porting, makes it difficult to compare clinical trials
and to translate knowledge into practice.

What is the implication and what should change
now?
� Clinical trials and systematic reviews should define

their outcomes and methods of analysis completely
and report their results transparently.

� Guidance is needed for using multiple outcomes
and results in systematic reviews.

because different measures, metrics, time points, and
methods of aggregation were used (Fig. 1).

Investigators performing evidence syntheses usually
prespecify eligibility criteria for including RCTs and
outcome domains that will be examined. It is not unusual
for investigators to find, however, that even when many trials
are eligible for a systematic review, only a few trials can be
combined using meta-analysis [2,3]. Consequently, many tri-
als that are eligible for systematic reviews are not included in
the meta-analyses they contain; those trials thus contribute
little information to the overall conclusions of systematic re-
views. This may occur because the included RCTs did not
assess the same outcome domains because different out-
comes within the same domains could not be combined in
meta-analysis (i.e., one or more elements differed), because
the included RCTs assessed but did not report the same out-
comes, or because RCTs reported the same outcomes but did
not report sufficient statistical information to allow combina-
tion of the numerical results [4,5]. Furthermore, if systematic
reviewers assume that outcomes within RCTs can be used
interchangeably, even if those outcomes are not defined us-
ing all elements, reviewers may be making assumptions that
lead to errors when synthesizing overall results [6,7].

The fact that RCTs may assess multiple outcomes for
the same domain leads to challenges for systematic re-
viewers, regardless of whether they conduct meta-

analyses [8,9]. First, if an RCT reports multiple outcomes,
which outcome should be used to determine whether the
intervention ‘‘works’’? Second, a single RCT might report
different results for the same outcome by using multiple
methods of analyses (e.g., methods for handling missing
data) [10e14]. If there are multiple results for an outcome,
which estimate should the meta-analyst use? Third, even
when it is possible to combine multiple RCTs, synthesized
results (e.g., the combined standardized mean difference
[SMD]) may be difficult to interpret if studies used
different outcome definitions or different methods of anal-
ysis [12]. All of these situations pose challenges to the
proper interpretation of RCTs and evidence syntheses,
and they may lead to innocent errors.

Defining multiple outcomes under the same domain may
also be associated with deliberate efforts (e.g., by trialists or
systematic reviewers) to conceal findings and to mislead
readers. For example, in RCTs that include many outcomes,
trialists might report statistically significant results selec-
tively [14e16]. In systematic reviews, investigators might
cherry-pick results to include in meta-analyses [17,18].
Furthermore, when only some outcomes are reported pub-
licly, it is impossible for the systematic reviewer or other
interpreter of the trial findings to know for sure whether
there has been selective reporting.

Few studies have explored the number of results that
investigators could select to include in meta-analyses
[7,13,19]. We know of no studies that have used both public
and nonpublic data sources for RCTs to quantify the num-
ber of outcomes and results reported across RCTs, the num-
ber of reported outcomes that are defined, or the number of
results that are meta-analyzable.

Fig. 1. The number of outcomes in a trial is a function of the number
of definitions of each of the five elements. In this hypothetical
example, the number of treatment effects for a single trial is the prod-
uct of definitions for each element. In a trial with four outcome do-
mains, introducing two definitions for each of the other elements
will result in 64 unique defined outcomes.
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